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Bumps Are What You Climb
With climbing’s Olympic debut less than two weeks away, we compiled a short explanation of how the competition will unfold on the world stage ...
What You Need to Know About Climbing in the Olympics
Bustle spoke with Dan Braun, Brooklyn Boulders' national product manager and general manager in the Boston location, who gave us his best tips for the climbing curious. Here’s how to avoid the ...
The Total Rookie's Guide To Climbing Gyms
Read the routes of a bouldering wall with U.S. Olympic climber Kyra Condie as she competes in the debut of climbing at the Summer Olympics in Tokyo.
Sport climbing at the Summer Olympics: A visual guide to new event at Tokyo Games
Get to know some of the personalities behind the powerhouse athletes of GB Climbing. ��️ "People know me as G. I go to univeristy at Sheffield where I'm in my third year but I'm originally from ...
We are GB Climbing: Athlete Profiles
To harvest the valuable sea sponges that sustained the Greek island of Kalymnos for centuries. He’s just one of the many locals who have ties to this traditional work, which was often passed down in ...
How sport climbing is helping to revitalize a Greek island
Those metal bands, also known as baffles, strapped around trees are not holding the tree together, but they do have a purpose!
If You See Metal Wrapped Around a Tree, This Is What It Means
What a week in MLS. Atlanta were linked with a big transfer target from Argentina, LAFC dropped points after convincing everyone for a moment they might be back, and a young player from Dallas took ...
Power Rankings: New England seize top spot, Nashville SC climb after Weeks 14 and 15
There's nothing more wholesome or heartwarming than a Stacey Solomon family photo in which everyone (sometimes even the dogs) are in adorable matching outfits or pyjamas. So allow Stacey's latest ...
Stacey Solomon cradles bump in adorable colour coordinated family selfie
The CDC announced new mask guidelines for vaccinated Americans in a briefing Tuesday due to the spread of the delta variant.
Vaccinated? You still might have to wear your mask. What we know about the new CDC guidelines
With cases of the virus surging in most of the United States -- driven by unvaccinated Americans and fueled by the highly contagious Delta variant -- Covid-19 hospitalizations are climbing in some ...
'We are seeing people passing quicker than before': What hospitals look like in US Covid hot spots
Dr. Sergio Segarra says when COVID-19 patient numbers in the Miami hospital he works in dipped below 20 last month, he began feeling optimistic. "I remember seeing articles in the news about hospitals ...
'It's heartbreaking': COVID-19 cases are surging. Here's what hospitals look like in hot spots right now
The Tokyo Olympics won't be like the Rio experience. But few things in sports compare to being forever called an Olympian.
Tokyo experience different from Rio, but nothing compares to being an Olympian
Cameron Champ vaulted 53 spots to No 66 in the Official World Golf Ranking on Monday following his win at the 3M Open ...
Cameron Champ vaults 53 spots in world rankings
Parents like me rely on spontaneity not spreadsheets, so follow my easy guide to winging the summer holidays 2021 ...
Disorganised parents rejoice! 75 summer activities you don't need to book
If modest coverage, sun protection and comfort are your jam, we've found your new go-to beachwear: Firpearl Women's Swim Shorts. Amazon's No. 1 bestselling women's board shorts, the Firpearl boasts ...
Cellulite? What cellulite? These bestselling swim shorts — now just $21 at Amazon — boost beach-body confidence
Heading out on Capitol Hill? Bring your mask. It is becoming increasingly likely you’ll need to wear it to enter your favorite cafes, restaurants, bars, and shops. This week, local health ...
As officials issue new guidance on masks, Capitol Hill bar The Doctor’s Office joins spots requiring proof of vaccination
For anyone hoping to swap Cornwall for the Cayman Islands and Bournemouth for Bulgaria, you’ll need to pack a few new pieces in your holiday suitcase alongside your vaccine card. Out go the sturdy ...
Holiday packing list: What to buy for the latest approved destinations this summer
Hearst Magazines and Verizon Media may earn commission or revenue on some items through the links below.” The sweet spot between the delirium of summer and the looming chill of winter, fall is a time ...
The Top 15 Spots to See Fall Foliage in New England
The pandemic has led to more Swedes enjoying a staycation this summer. Swedish writer Lisa Bjurwald reflects on the types of holidaymakers you'll definitely run into around the country, and, perhaps, ...
Six staycationers you’re bound to run into at these Swedish holiday spots
Dr. Sergio Segarra says when Covid-19 patient numbers in the Miami hospital he works in dipped below 20 last month, he began feeling optimistic. "I remember seeing articles in the news about hospitals ...
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